
visit RAMequipment.com.au

When it matters, there’s no other choice



Best brands, best condition, no better support

RAM Equipment’s extensive product range 

includes the newest excavators, dumpers 

and skid steers from leading, global brands. 

Products are carefully selected and tested to meet the most rigorous 

specifications and safety standards across industries, with all the 

added extras for maximum efficiency, operator comfort and safety. 

We make sure that hiring isn’t risky business by ensuring all 

equipment is low-hour, eco-friendly, affordable, and maintained  

to near new quality. 

Our customers bid for new business, knowing they have access  

to the right advice and best equipment without the burden of  

capital costs. 

We do more,  
so you can too!
You can rely on RAM Equipment to help 

you get the job done with no hassles  

and no delays.

Supplying local projects in and around South Australia to 

partnering with major resource and infrastructure projects across 

Australia, we provide the best hire and buy options for ‘must-

have’ machinery including excavators, dumpers and skid steers.

Customers choose our equipment and partner with 

us because we do more, so they can too!



Extraordinarily efficient

RAM Equipment is so much more than machinery. We offer support, 

confidence and on-the-job performance to project managers and 

individual contractors alike – from quoting through to project completion. 

Essential

RAM Equipment specialises in ‘must-

have’ machinery for nearly every project.

Although we’re about the essentials, our offer is far 

from basic. Our wide range of excavators, dumpers 

and skid steers includes the latest models, full range 

of fittings, and high-tech features so you can rest 

assured you’ve always got what you need.

Easy

Projects are complex enough without 

having added headaches. That’s why we 

do as much as we can to make things easy.

From assessing your equipment needs, offering short 

and long-term hire and hire to buy options, through to 

providing safety and operator training, we help you 

get the most out of your equipment.

Whatever the scale or timeframe of your project, we 

will partner with you to provide a solution to suit. Even 

more, we’ll deliver to where and when you need it.

We don’t just tailor hire packages for today; we  

plan ahead to allow for effortless future expansion 

and the flexibility to change as your business does. 

Eco-friendly

We share your commitment to minimising 

your environmental footprint.

That’s why we aim to offer new and well-maintained 

equipment that is fuel efficient, low on emissions and 

noise, and can be used and modified according to 

unique and sensitive environments.

Ergonomic and safe

We place as much emphasis on safety  

as you do.

Our equipment is one step ahead in terms of operator 

comfort and safety whether its cabin conditions and 

features, safety training and checklists, or add-ons for 

roll and fall overs (ROPS and FOPS). 

Economic

Equipment needs vastly vary and that’s  

why we offer competitive rates from half a 

day through to the life of your project. 

We will work with your business to determine the 

best option for your project. 

Call 1300 RAM 000   visit RAMequipment.com.au
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Hire or buy from RAM - when it matters


